50 KAMASUTRA SEX POSITIONS

You should know choosing the right sex position enhances sex. Spice up your sex with this list of 50 kamasutra sex positions. {You Might Like: 18 Top Dating Sites; Newest 2018 List}

1. The Teaspoons: In this sex position, both partners kneels down so the man penetrates from behind in this passionate position. The woman separates her leg so the man can easily penetrate.

2. Suplex
If you love to experiment, then you would love this sex position. The man enters a vulnerable position while giving into the pleasing hands and mouth of the woman. To set this position, the man slides his back and shoulder against the edge of the bed or couch. All the while the woman is seated and ready to give him pleasure. Read: How to Kiss Real Good
3. Standing
If you can’t carry your partner’s body weight do not try this one. The man, sitting straight up in a high chair, should lift the woman so that her head is placed upside down between legs. When both of you have wrapped your arms around each other’s backs and the woman has wrapped her legs around her man’s neck, the man stands up carefully. Always be careful to watch your woman’s head and neck.
4. Stand and Carry. The easiest way to get into this position is if the woman places herself on the edge of the bed and the man kneels on the floor. The woman then wraps her legs around the man’s back. Now the man rises slowly with his hands placed around his woman’s butt. The man should remember to bend his knees to prevent back pain. [Read: How to Foreplay Like a Pro]
5. **Spread Eagle**: In this well-known position, her feet should be resting behind the man’s shoulders. Here there is no distractions, only the magical pleasure of the man’s tongue.
6. Spoons: The spoon sex position is one of the sex position women love. Although there are many sex positions that a couple can try, there are few that really provide pleasure for women and the spoon is one.

7. Southern Exposure: Here the man is totally exposed in a position where he lays on his back with his legs in the air. [Read: 100 Dirty Truth or Dare Questions; The Craziest Lists]

8. Sockets: Here the man lies on his side with the woman on her back. This position stimulates the clitoris. [Read: 15 Ways to get a Guy’s Attention]
9. Sitting Bull: Enter this position with a woman lying on her back.
10. Sitting: The woman gently wraps her legs around her partner's neck and the man wraps his arm around the back of his woman. The woman can use her hands to also support her weight. [Read: How to Ask your girlfriend for sex]
11. Side-rider: Here is a position that offers an exciting angle. The woman squats sideways.
12. Side to Side: Whenever you feel like shifting position, this one is great to enter.
13. See- Saw: This is a very intimate sexual positions that couples can try. The movement in the see-saw position is very limited, but this position allows the man to stimulate the clits of the woman. [Read: 10 Ways to Turn a Guy on]

14. Screw: The man enters the woman kneeling from the edge side. An added advantage is both of you being able to kiss and touch as well.
15. Scissors: If you start by spooning the transition, this would be really smooth. You would find this position exotic and full of pleasure. {Read: How to Romance and Arouse a Girl with words and Tricky Touches}
16. Scarf: This helps the woman to be comfortable and satisfied.

17. Redeo: Here the woman squats over her man, facing away. The angle is suited for G-spot penetration if the woman leans backward. [Read: What
18. Riding the Face: Here is another position where the man can take control of her own pleasure if the woman can handle the exposure of this position, intense pleasure awaits. [Read: How to have Crazy Sex and Hit the G-Spot]
19. Rear Entry: This is the rotated form of the spoons sex position and its both hot and intimate. Men love this position because the control the penetration and excitement. The woman can sense her sexual power in this position because she can make a lot of movements in order to match her man’s power. For instance, she can grind the hips to provide them both with an extra thrill. Read: *100 sexy and Dirty things to say to your boyfriend*
20. Pump: Hardest part of this position could be to find a stable chair. The woman straddles the chair as the man crouches on the chair behind her. Plenty of strength and balance is therefore required for the man to pull this off. [Read: Top Way to make $25000 a Month]
21. Prison Guard: This standing, rear entry is not new to the sex positions list. It excites both the woman and the man because it offers a sense of being taken by a guard. It also provides a great deal of sexual pleasure because it can perfectly hit the G-spot.
22. Pirates’ Bounty: In this position bend your legs. The man approaches the woman, who lies on her back, kneeling. She wraps one of her legs around his thigh and places the other leg on his shoulder. This position offers a deep feeling of sensation.
23. Pile Driver: In this position, there is a deep and intense penetration is plenty with plenty of G-Spot stimulation.
24. Pie in the Sky: This is an erotic experience with total exposure and it requires a lot of flexibility.

25. Peepshow: In this position, we find both partners on their sides but still facing each other.

26. Pearly Gates: The easiest way to enter this position is by going from a spooning position. This is an amazing position for intense intimacy and multiple
27. Oral Therapy: The man lies down on a couch and he relaxes so his woman can begin with her special oral treatment. This is a great way of seducing your partner after a long day work.
28. Twisted Missionary: Spice up the missionary position with the woman simply wrapping her legs around her partner’s back and squeezes. [Read: 103 Sweet things to say to a Girl]
29. Mirror of Pleasure: The woman lies on her back and the man sits in front of her in a kneeling position. {Read: 50 sweet and Romantic Love messages for her/him; Love sms for boyfriend/girlfriend}
30. Mastery (suspended): The man sits on the edge of the bed with face-to-face in his lap. Then the man holds her hands as she leans back. This is an amazing position where the man will have a fantastic view.
31. Lunges: This position is a bit too difficult to get into. The man who lies down should spread his legs so that the woman can place her rear leg between his legs. She then places her front leg on the right side of the man’s upper arm. Once in this position, you would have fairly good mobility. [Read: How to turn a guy on]
32. Lotus: The sex position is a popular passive sex position. This position is great for a relaxed love making session. One of the best things about this position is that the partners are close to each other, making it more intimate. {Share your thoughts, opinions and Question on our Forum/ Community Now! Click Here to View Forum}

33. Licking the flag pole: In this position, the man experiences free access to the
region of the female’s delights

34. Leg Glider: Leg glider is a fantastic kind of screwing technique because it is easy to perform and offer great pleasure to both partners.

35. Lap dance: The fantastic form of a lap dance with the woman kneeling and
the man with his leg closed is pretty kind of hot. It offers much more intimacy since the man can caress his woman as she straddles him.

36. Kneeling: A sex position that makes use of the upper body and strength.

37. Jockey: This is a fantastic way of finding intimacy and the G-spot. The man can also kiss the woman's neck and ears for an additional sensation.
38. Jelly Fish: this is a difficult sex position to perform because both the man and the woman have to have great strength and balance to carry it out for any length of time, however because of its intimacy, it is surely worth it in the end.
39. Jack hammer: in this position the man can enjoy his woman doing multiple forms of stimulation, her tongue, lips and hands can work to enhance the level of ecstasy.
40. Intersextion: in this position the woman places herself on the side and the man should place his lower part between her legs although this is very nice, remember that mobility will be hard to sustain for a longer period due to the pressure on the woman leg. [Read: 50 I love you Quotes]

41. Head to toe: the man and the woman lay on their sides, as the man enters from behind. This angle can be difficult so the woman could help by moving a bit forward and away from the man’s leg to make it easier.
head to toe: this position requires that you pay attention to the man's flexibility and remember to start slowly.
43. Games on: this is a position where the man can just sit down, lean back and enjoy his partner oral performance. Nothing left to do but relax.
44. Fusion: it is a modified lounging position. It boost sexual pleasure by allowing better communication.
45. Frog leap: this is a fun position where the woman arches her back while squatting. The man kneels and enter from behind. [Read: *My Crazy List of 100 Truth or Dare Questions*]

46. Forbidden fruit: this is an opportunity for the woman to lose control as her partner gives an experience of sensation. The man can perform his oral services in every area that satisfy the woman.
47. Face off: the man is seated on the floor with extended legs and the woman touches down with her head bent so that she can please her lover orally.

48. Ear muffs: it is another enjoyable position for the woman to indulge in. The man gives an oral gift to his woman and let his hand touch and massage her breast or lower parts.
49. Drive through: it is a very sexy oral sex position. The important thing about the sex position is that his mouth can fest on her vagina and vulva. {What’s Trending: OMG!!! Another Pranks Gone Wrong, Prankster Almost Dies – See Full Video}

50. Down under: this is a playful position where the man can play with speed
and power.